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Abstract
We study safe screening for metric learning. Distance metric learning can optimize a metric over
a set of triplets, each one of which is defined by a pair of same class instances and an instance in a
different class. However, the number of possible triplets is quite huge even for a small dataset. Our safe
triplet screening identifies triplets which can be safely removed from the optimization problem without
losing the optimality. Compared with existing safe screening studies, triplet screening is particularly
significant because of (1) the huge number of possible triplets, and (2) the semi-definite constraint in the
optimization. We derive several variants of screening rules, and analyze their relationships. Numerical
experiments on benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of safe triplet screening.
Keywords metric learning, safe screening, convex optimization
1 Introduction
Distance metric learning (e.g., [1–4]) is a widely accepted technique to acquire the optimal metric from
observed data. The most standard problem setting is to learn the following parameterized Mahalanobis
distance:
dM (xi,xj) :=
√
(xi − xj)>M(xi − xj),
where xi and xj are d-dimensional feature vectors, and M ∈ Rd×d is a positive semi-definite matrix. Using
a better distance metric can provide better prediction performance for a variety of machine learning tasks
including classification [1], clustering [5] and ranking [6]. Further, the metric optimization has also attracted
wide interest even from recent deep network studies [7, 8].
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Figure 1: Metric learning with safe triplet screening. The naive optimization needs to minimize the sum
of loss function values for a huge number of triplets (i, j, l). Safe triplet screening identifies a subset of L?
(blue points in the right drawing) and R? (green points in the right drawing), corresponding to the location
of the loss function on which each triplet lies by using the optimal M?. This enables reducing the number
of triplets in the optimization problem.
The seminal work of distance metric learning [1] shows a triplet based formulation. A triplet (i, j, l) is
defined by a pair of xi and xj which have a same label (same class), and xl which has a different label
(different class). For a triplet (i, j, l), a desirable metric would satisfy dM (xi,xj) < dM (xi,xl), meaning
that the same class pair is closer than the pair in different classes. For each one of triplets, [1] defines a
loss function penalizing violations of this constraint, which has been widely used as a standard approach to
metric learning. Although pairwise approaches have also been considered (e.g., [3]), the triplet based loss
is the current standard since the relative evaluation dM (xi,xj) < dM (xi,xl) is more appropriate for most
metric learning application tasks such as nearest neighbor classification [1], and similarity search [9].
However, a set of triplets is quite huge even for a small dataset. For example, considering a two class
problem having 100 instances in each class, the number of possible triplets is 1, 980, 000. Since dealing with
a huge number of triplets causes prohibitive computations, a small subset of triplets are sometimes used in
practice (e.g., [10]) though the optimality of such a sub-sampling strategy is not clearly understood. Our
safe triplet screening enables the identification of triplets which can be safely removed from the optimization
problem without losing the optimality of the resulting metric. This means that our approach can accelerate
the time-consuming metric learning optimization with the optimality guarantee. Figure 1 shows a schematic
illustration of safe triplet screening.
Safe screening is originally proposed for the feature selection by LASSO [11], in which unnecessary features
are identified by the following procedure: (Step 1) Identifying a bounded region in which the optimal dual
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solution is guaranteed to exist, and (Step 2) For each one of features, verifying possibility to be selected
under the condition created by Step 1. This procedure is useful to mitigate the optimization difficulty
of LASSO for high dimensional problems, and so many papers further propose a variety of approaches to
creating bounded regions for obtaining a tighter bound which results in higher screening performance [12–15].
As another direction of the research, the screening idea has been applied to other learning methods including
SVM non-support vector screening [16], nuclear norm regularization subspace screening [17], and group
LASSO group screening [18]. To the best of our knowledge, however, no studies have considered screening
for metric learning, and our safe triplet screening is particularly significant compared with those exiting
studies due to (1) the huge number of possible triplets, and (2) the semi-definite constraint. Our technical
contributions are summarized into the following:
• Deriving six sphere regions in which the optimalM? must lie based on three different approaches, and
analyzing their relationships
• Deriving three types of screening rules, each one of which employs a different approach for the semi-
definite constraint
• Building an extension for the regularization path calculation
We further demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach based on several benchmark datasets having a
huge number of triplets.
Notation
We denote by [n] the set {1, 2, . . . , n} for any integer n ∈ N. The inner product of the matrices is denoted
by 〈A,B〉 := ∑ij AijBij = tr(A>B). The squared Frobenius norm is represented by ‖A‖2F := 〈A,A〉.
The positive semi-definite matrix M ∈ Rd×d is denoted by M  O or M ∈ Rd×d+ . Through eigenvalue
decomposition of matrix M = V ΛV >, matrices M+ and M− are defined as follows:
M = V (Λ+ + Λ−)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ
V > = V Λ+V >︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:M+
+V Λ−V >︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:M−
,
where Λ+ and Λ− are constructed only by the positive and negative components of the diagonal matrix
Λ. Note that 〈M+,M−〉 = tr(V Λ+V >V Λ−V >) = tr(V OV >) = 0, and M+ is projection of M onto the
semi-definite cone, i.e., M+ = argminAO ‖A−M‖2F .
2 Distance Metric Learning
We first formulate a general form of metric learning problem as a regularized triplet loss minimization
(RTLM) problem. For later analysis, we derive primal and dual formulations, and to discuss the optimality
of the learned metric, we focus on the convex formulation of RTLM in this paper.
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2.1 Primal Problem
Let {(xi, yi) | i ∈ [n]} be n pairs of a d dimensional feature vector xi ∈ Rd and a label yi ∈ Y, where Y is a
discrete label space. We consider learning the following Mahalanobis distance:
dM (xi,xj) :=
√
(xi − xj)>M(xi − xj),
where M ∈ Rd×d+ is a positive semi-definite matrix which parameterizes distance. We define a triplet of
instances as follows:
T = {(i, j, l) | (i, j) ∈ S, yi 6= yl, l ∈ [n]} ,
where S = {(i, j) | yi = yj , i 6= j, (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n]}. The set S contains index pairs from the same class, and
T represents a triplet of indices consisting of (i, j) ∈ S, and l which is in a different class from i and j. We
refer to the following loss as triplet loss:
`
(
d2M (xi,xl)− d2M (xi,xj)
)
, for (i, j, l) ∈ T ,
where ` : R→ R is some loss function. For the triplet loss, we consider the hinge function `(x) = max{0, 1−
x}, or the smoothed hinge function
`(x) =

0, x > 1,
1
2γ (1− x)2, 1− γ ≤ x ≤ 1,
1− x− γ2 , x < 1− γ,
where γ > 0 is a parameter. Note that the smoothed hinge includes the hinge function as a special case
(γ → 0). The triplet loss produces a penalty if a pair (i, j) ∈ S is more distant than the threshold compared
with a pair i and l which are in difference classes. The both of two loss functions contain the “zero part”, in
which no penalty is imposed, and the “linear part”, in which penalty is given linearly. Using the standard
squared regularization, we consider the following RTLM as a general form of metric learning:
min
MO
Pλ(M) :=
∑
ijl
` (〈M ,Hijl〉) + λ2 ‖M‖
2
F , (Primal)
where
∑
ijl denotes
∑
(i,j,l)∈T ,Hijl := (xi−xl)(xi−xl)>−(xi−xj)(xi−xj)>, and λ > 0 is a regularization
parameter.
2.2 Dual Problem
The dual problem is written as
max
0≤α≤1,ΓO
Dλ(α,Γ) := −γ2 ‖α‖
2
2 +α>1−
λ
2 ‖Mλ(α,Γ)‖
2
F , (Dual1)
where α ∈ R|T |, which contains αijl for (i, j, l) ∈ T , and Γ ∈ Rd×d are dual variables, and
Mλ(α,Γ) :=
1
λ
[∑
ijl
αijlHijl + Γ
]
. (1)
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We omit the derivation due to the space limitation (see Appendix A). Since the last term max
ΓO
−12 ‖Mλ(α,Γ)‖
2
F
is equivalent to the projection onto a semi-definite cone [19,20], the above problem (Dual1) can be simplified
as
max
0≤α≤1
Dλ(α) := −γ2 ‖α‖
2
2 +α>1−
λ
2
∥∥Mλ(α)∥∥2F , (Dual2)
where
Mλ(α) :=
1
λ
[∑
ijl
αijlHijl
]
+
.
For the optimal M?, each one of triplets in T can be categorized into the following three groups:
L? := {(i, j, l) ∈ T | 〈Hijl,M?〉 < 1− γ},
C? := {(i, j, l) ∈ T | 1− γ ≤ 〈Hijl,M?〉 ≤ 1},
R? := {(i, j, l) ∈ T | 〈Hijl,M?〉 > 1}.
(2)
This indicates that triplets in R? is in “zero part”, and triplets in L? is in “linear part” of the loss function.
The well-known KKT condition provides the following relation between the optimal dual variable and the
derivative of the loss function (see Appendix A for detail):
α?ijl = −∇`(〈M?,Hijl〉). (3)
Considering this equation, (2), and the definition of the loss function, we obtain the following rules:
(i, j, l) ∈ L? ⇒ α?ijl = 1,
(i, j, l) ∈ C? ⇒ α?ijl ∈ [0, 1],
(i, j, l) ∈ R? ⇒ α?ijl = 0.
(4)
3 Safe Triplet Screening
The nonlinear semi-definite programming problem of RTLM can be solved by the gradient methods including
the primal-based [1], or the dual-based approach [21]. However, prohibitive amount of computations can
be necessary because of the huge number of triplets. Naive calculation of the objective function requires
O(d2|T |) computations for both of the primal and the dual cases. Our safe triplet screening can reduce the
number of triplets by identifying a part of L? and R? before solving the optimization problem.
Let Lˆ ⊆ L? and Rˆ ⊆ R? be subsets of L? and R?, respectively. When we have Lˆ and Rˆ, the optimization
problem (Primal) can be transformed into
P˜λ(M) =
∑
(i,j,l)∈T −Lˆ−Rˆ
`(〈M ,Hijl〉) + λ2 ‖M‖
2
F +
(
1− γ2
)
|Lˆ| − 〈M ,
∑
(i,j,l)∈Lˆ
Hijl〉.
This problem differs from the original (Primal) as follows
• In the first term, we remove Rˆ which does not produce any penalty at the optimal solution
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• The loss function for Lˆ is fixed at “linear part” of the loss function by which the sum over triplets can
be calculated beforehand (the last two terms)
Note that this problem has the same optimal M? as the original Pλ(M). Therefore, if the large number of
Lˆ and Rˆ can be detected beforehand, the metric learning optimization can be accelerated dramatically. In
the case of the dual problem, the dual variables αijl for (i, j, l) ∈ Lˆ and (i, j, l) ∈ Rˆ can be fixed by the rule
(4), and the number of variables to be optimized is reduced.
Our safe triplet screening identifies Lˆ and Rˆ by the following procedure:
Step 1 Identifying a sphere region, in which the optimal solutionM? must lie, based on a current feasible
solution which we call reference solution
Step 2 For each one of triplets (i, j, l) ∈ T , verifying possibility of (i, j, l) ∈ L? or (i, j, l) ∈ R? under the
condition that M? is in the region
In Section 3.1, we first describe Step 2 of this procedure, and subsequently, we derive sphere shaped regions
which must contain M?, required for Step 1, in Section 3.2.
3.1 Screening Rule
Letting B be a region which contains M?, the following screening rule can be derived from (2):
max
X∈B
〈X,Hijl〉 < 1− γ ⇒ (i, j, l) ∈ L? (R1)
min
X∈B
〈X,Hijl〉 > 1⇒ (i, j, l) ∈ R?. (R2)
We will show how to evaluate these rules efficiently. Since (R1) can be evaluated in the same way as (R2),
we only deal with (R2) hereafter.
3.1.1 Sphere Rule
Suppose that the optimal M? lies in a hypersphere defined by a center Q ∈ Rd×d and a radius r ∈ R+. To
evaluate the condition of (R2), we consider the following minimization problem (P1):
min
X
〈X,Hijl〉 s.t. ‖X −Q‖2F ≤ r2. (P1)
Letting Y := X −Q, this problem is transformed into
min
Y
〈Y ,Hijl〉+ 〈Q,Hijl〉 s.t. ‖Y ‖2F ≤ r2.
Since 〈Q,Hijl〉 is a constant, this optimization problem is to minimize the inner product 〈Y ,Hijl〉 under
the norm constraint. The optimal Y ? of this optimization problem is easily derived as
Y ? = −rHijl/‖Hijl‖F ,
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and then the minimum value of (P1) is 〈Hijl,Q〉 − r ‖Hijl‖F . This derives the following sphere rule:
〈Hijl,Q〉 − r ‖Hijl‖F > 1⇒ (i, j, l) ∈ R?. (5)
Obviously, this condition can be calculated immediately for given Q and r without any iterative procedure.
3.1.2 Sphere Rule with Semi-definite Constraint
Since sphere rule does not utilize the positive semi-definiteness of M?, a stronger rule can be constructed
by incorporating semi-definite constraint into (P1):
min
X
〈X,Hijl〉 s.t. ‖X −Q‖2F ≤ r2, X  O. (P2)
Although the analytical solution is not available, (P2) can be solved efficiently by being transformed into
the Semi-Definite Least Squares (SDLS) problem [20].
Suppose that a feasible solution X0 of (P2) satisfies 〈X0,Hijl〉 > 1, because if 〈X0,Hijl〉 ≤ 1, we
immediately see that this triplet does not satisfy the condition of (R2). Under this condition, we consider
the following problem instead of (P2):
min
X∈Rd×d
‖X −Q‖2F s.t. 〈X,Hijl〉 = 1, X  O. (SDLS)
If the optimal value of this problem is greater than r2, i.e., ‖X? −Q‖2F > r2, we can deduce{
X
∣∣∣ 〈X,Hijl〉 ≤ 1, ‖X −Q‖2F ≤ r2, X  O} = ∅,
which indicates that the condition of (R2) is satisfied.
We derive the following dual problem of (SDLS) based on [20]:
max
y
DSDLS(y) := −‖[Q+ yHijl]+‖2F + 2Cy + ‖Q‖2F ,
where y ∈ R is a dual variable, and C = 1 for (R2) and C = 1− γ for (R1). Unlike the primal problem, the
dual is an unconstrained problem which only has one variable y, and thus standard gradient-based algorithms
rapidly converge. We call the quasi-Newton optimization for this problem SDLS dual ascent method. During
the dual ascent, we can stop the iteration before convergence if DSDLS(y) becomes larger than r2, since the
value of the dual problem does not exceed the value of the primal problem (weak duality).
Although the computation of [Q+yHijl]+ requires eigenvalue decomposition, this computational require-
ment can be alleviated when the center Q of the hypersphere is positive semi-definite. From the definition,
Hijl has at most one negative eigenvalue, and then Q+ yHijl also has at most one negative eigenvalue. Let
λmin be the negative (minimum) eigenvalue of Q + yHijl, and qmin be the corresponding eigenvector. The
projection [Q+ yHijl]+ can be expressed as [Q+ yHijl]+ = (Q+ yHijl)− λminqminq>min. Computation of
the minimum eigenvalue and eigenvector is much easier than the full eigenvalue decomposition [22].
As a special case, whenM is a diagonal matrix, the semi-definite constraint is reduced to the non-negative
constraint, and analytical calculation of the rule (P2) is possible (see Appendix B).
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Figure 2: Linear relaxation of semi-definite constraint. From the projection of A to A+, the supporting
hyperplane 〈−A−,X〉 = 0 is constructed, and the halfspace {X | 〈−A−,X〉 ≥ 0} contains the semi-definite
cone X  O.
3.1.3 Sphere Rule with Linear Constraint
To reduce computational complexity, we here consider relaxing the semi-definite constraint into a linear
constraint. Suppose that a region defined by a linear inequality {X ∈ Rd×d | 〈P ,X〉 ≥ 0} contains the semi-
definite cone, i.e., Rd×d+ ⊆ {X ∈ Rd×d | 〈P ,X〉 ≥ 0}, for which we will describe how to obtain P ∈ Rd×d
later. Using this relaxed constraint, the condition (R2) is
min
X
〈X,Hijl〉 s.t. ‖X −Q‖2F ≤ r2, 〈P ,X〉 ≥ 0. (P4)
This problem can be solved analytically by considering the KKT condition as follows (Appendix C).
Theorem 3.1 (Analytical solution of (P4)). The optimal solution of (P4) is as follows:
〈Hijl,X?〉 =

0, if Hijl = aP ,
〈Hijl,Q〉 − r‖Hijl‖F , if 〈P ,Q− r Hijl‖Hijl‖F 〉 ≥ 0,
〈Hijl, βP−Hijlα +Q〉, otherwise,
where a is a constant, and
α =
√
‖P ‖2F ‖Hijl‖2F − 〈P ,Hijl〉2
r2‖P ‖2F − 〈P ,Q〉2
, β = 〈P ,Hijl〉 − α〈P ,Q〉‖P ‖2F
.
A simple way to obtain P is to utilize the projection onto the semi-definite cone. Let A ∈ Rd×d be
a matrix which is in outside of the semi-definite cone as illustrated in Figure 2. In the figure, A+ is
the projection of A onto the semi-definite cone. For example, when the projected gradient for the primal
problem [1] is used as an optimizer, A can be an update of gradient descent A = M − η∇Pλ(M) with
some step size η > 0. SinceM − η∇Pλ(M) is projected onto the semi-definite cone at every iteration of the
optimization, no additional calculation is required to obtain A and A+. Defining A− := A −A+, for any
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X  O, we obtain
〈A+ −A,X −A+〉 ≥ 0 ⇔ 〈−A−,X〉 ≥ 0.
The left inequality is from a property of a supporting hyperplane [23], and for the right inequality, we use
〈A+,A−〉 = 0. By setting P = −A−, we obtain a linear approximation of the semi-definite constraint which
is a superset of the original semi-definite cone.
3.2 Sphere Bound
In previous section, we assume that the sphere region which contains the optimal M? is available. In this
section, we show that six variants of the regions created by three-types of different approaches. We here
omit detailed derivation, and see Appendix for the proofs.
3.2.1 Gradient Bound (GB)
We first introduce a hypersphere which we call Gradient Bound (GB) because the center and radius of the
hypersphere are represented by the subgradient of the objective function:
Theorem 3.2 (GB). Given any feasible solution M  O, the optimal solution M? for λ exists in the
following hypersphere: ∥∥M? −QGB(M)∥∥2
F
≤
(
1
2λ ‖∇Pλ(M)‖F
)2
,
where QGB(M) := M − 12λ∇Pλ(M).
Sketch of proof. From the standard optimality condition of the convex optimization problem [24] (shown as
Theorem D.1 in our Appendix D), we obtain
〈∇Pλ(M?),M? −M〉 ≤ 0, ∀M  O. (6)
In addition to this condition, we use the following two inequalities derived from the convexity of `:
`(〈M?,Hijl〉) ≥ `(〈M ,Hijl〉) + 〈Ξijl(M),M? −M〉,
`(〈M ,Hijl〉) ≥ `(〈M?,Hijl〉) + 〈Ξijl(M?),M −M?〉,
where Ξijl(M) is an arbitrary subgradient atM of the loss function `(〈M ,Hijl〉). Theorem 3.2 is derived
by combining three inequality shown above. See Appendix D for the proof.
This theorem is an extension of the sphere for SVM [25], which can be treated as a simple unconstrained
problem.
Even when we substitute the optimalM? into the reference solutionM , the radius of GB is not guaran-
teed to be 0. By projecting the center of GB onto the feasible region (i.e., semi-definite cone), another GB
based hypersphere can be derived, which has a radius converging to 0 at the optimal. We call this extension
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Figure 3: Illustrations of sphere bounds.
Projected Gradient Bound (PGB) for which a schematic illustration is shown as Figure 3(a). In Figure 3(a),
the center of GB QGB (abbreviation of QGB(M)) is projected onto the semi-definite cone which becomes a
center of PGB QGB+ . The sphere of PGB can be written as follows:
Theorem 3.3 (PGB). Given any feasible solution M  O, the optimal solution M? for λ exists in the
following hypersphere:∥∥∥M? − [QGB(M)]+∥∥∥2F ≤
(
1
2λ ‖∇Pλ(M)‖F
)2
−
∥∥∥[QGB(M)]−∥∥∥2F .
See Appendix E for the proof. PGB contains the projections onto the positive and the negative semi-definite
cone in the center and the radius, respectively. These projections require the eigenvalue decomposition ofM−
1
2λ∇Pλ(M). This decomposition, however, is necessary to perform only once for evaluating screening rules
of all triplets. In the standard optimization procedures of RTLM, including [1], the eigenvalue decomposition
of the d× d matrix is calculated at every iteration, and thus the computational complexity is not increased
by PGB.
The following theorem shows a superior convergence property of PGB compared to GB:
Theorem 3.4. There exist a subgradient ∇Pλ(M?) such that the radius of PGB is 0.
For the hinge loss, which is not differentiable at the “kink”, the optimal dual variables provide subgradients
which make the radius 0. This theorem is an immediate consequence from Appendix H, which is a proof for
the relation between PGB and the other bound derived in section 3.2.3.
From Figure 3(a), we see that the half space 〈−QGB− ,X〉 ≥ 0, where QGB− = QGB−QGB+ , can be used as
a linear relaxation of the semi-definite constraint for the linear constraint rule in section 3.1.3. Interestingly,
GB with this linear constraint is tighter than PGB. This is proved in Appendix E, which is the proof of
PGB.
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3.2.2 Duality Gap Bound (DGB)
In this section, we describe Duality Gap Bound (DGB) in which the radius is represented by the duality gap:
Theorem 3.5 (DGB). LetM be a feasible solution of the primal problem, and α and Γ be feasible solutions
of the dual problem, then the optimal solution of the primal problem M? exists in the following hypersphere:
‖M? −M‖2F ≤ 2(Pλ(M)−Dλ(α,Γ))/λ.
Sketch of proof. In general, a function f(x) is m-strongly convex function if f(x)−m2 ‖x‖22 is a convex. Since
the objective function Pλ(M) is a λ-strongly convex function, we obtain
Pλ(M) ≥ Pλ(M?) + 〈∇Pλ(M?),M −M?〉+ λ2 ‖M −M
?‖2F .
From the optimal condition (6), the second term on the right hand side is greater than or equal to 0, and
from weak duality, Pλ(M?) ≥ Dλ(α,Γ). Therefore, we obtain Theorem 3.5.
Since the radius is proportional to the square root of the duality gap, DGB obviously converges to 0 at the
optimal solution (Figure 3(b)). For DGB, unlike the previous bounds, a dual feasible solution is necessary.
This means that when a primal based optimization algorithm is employed, we need to create a dual feasible
solution from a primal feasible solution. A simple way to create a dual feasible solution is to substitute the
current M into M? of (3). On the other hand, when a dual based optimization algorithm is employed, a
primal feasible solution can be created by (1).
For DGB, we further show that if the primal and dual reference solutions satisfy (1), the radius can be
√
2 times smaller. We extend a dual based screening of SVM [26] for RTLM.
Theorem 3.6 (CDGB). Let α and Γ be the feasible solutions of the dual problem, then the optimal solution
of the primal problem M? exists in the following hypersphere:
‖M? −Mλ(α,Γ)‖2F ≤ GDλ(α,Γ)/λ.
Sketch of proof. Let GDλ(α,Γ) := Pλ(Mλ(α,Γ)) − Dλ(α,Γ) be the duality gap as a function of the dual
feasible solutions α and Γ. On the other hand, the following equation is the duality gap as a function of the
primal feasible solution M in which the dual solutions are optimized:
GPλ(M) := min
0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
Γ  O,
Mλ(α,Γ) =M
GDλ(α,Γ) = Pλ(M)− max
0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
Γ  O,
Mλ(α,Γ) =M
Dλ(α,Γ).
From the definition, we obtain
GDλ(α,Γ) ≥ GPλ(Mλ(α,Γ)). (7)
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From the strong convexity of GPλ (Appendix F.1), we obtain
GPλ(Mλ(α,Γ)) ≥ GPλ(M?) + 〈∇GPλ(M?),Mλ(α,Γ)−M?〉+ λ ‖Mλ(α,Γ)−M?‖2F . (8)
Considering the optimality of GPλ(M?) and combining (7) and (8), Theorem 3.6 can be derived. See
Appendix F.2 for the proof.
We call this bound Constrained Duality Gap Bound (CDGB). Since CDGB also has a radius proportional
to the square root of the duality gap, the radius converges to 0 at the optimal solution. For primal based
optimizers, additional calculation is necessary for Pλ(Mλ(α,Γ)), while dual based optimizers calculates this
term in the optimization process.
3.2.3 Regularization Path Bound (RPB)
In [27], a hypersphere specific for regularization path is proposed, in which the optimization problem should
be solved for a sequence of λs. Suppose that the optimization for λ0 is already finished and the optimization
for λ1 is necessary to solve. Then, the same approach as [27] is applicable to our RTLM, which derives a
bound depending on the optimal solution for λ0 as a reference solution:
Theorem 3.7 (RPB). Let M?0 be the optimal solution for λ0, the optimal solution M?1 for λ1 exists in the
following hypersphere: ∥∥∥∥M?1 − λ0 + λ12λ1 M?0
∥∥∥∥2
F
≤
(
λ0 − λ1
2λ1
‖M?0 ‖F
)2
.
Sketch of proof. Let α?i and Γ?i be the optimal dual solutions for λi(i ∈ {0, 1}). From the optimality
condition of the convex optimization problem [24], which is also called variational inequality [27], to (Dual1),
we obtain the following two inequalities
∇αDλ0(α?0,Γ?0)>(α?1 −α?0) + 〈∇ΓDλ0(α?0,Γ?0),Γ?1 − Γ?0〉 ≤ 0,
∇αDλ1(α?1,Γ?1)>(α?0 −α?1) + 〈∇ΓDλ1(α?1,Γ?1),Γ?0 − Γ?1〉 ≤ 0.
Note that dual variables should be in the feasible region 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,Γ  O. Combining these two inequalities,
we obtain the Theorem 3.7. See Appendix G for the proof.
We call this bound Regularization Path Bound (RPB).
RPB requires the theoretically optimal solution M?0 , which is numerically impossible. Furthermore,
since the reference solution is fixed on M?0 , RPB can be performed only once for a specific pair of λ0 and
λ1 even if the optimal M?0 is available. The other bounds can be performed multiple times during the
optimization by regarding the current approximate solution as a reference solution. On the other hand,
RPB provides interesting insights about relations with PGB and DGB. The following theorem describes the
relation between PGB and RPB:
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Theorem 3.8 (Relationship Between PGB and RPB). Suppose that the optimal solution M?0 for λ0 is
substituted into the reference solution M of PGB. Then, there exist a subgradient ∇Pλ1(M?0 ) by which PGB
and RPB provides the same center and the radius for M?1 .
See Appendix H for the proof. The following theorem describes the relation between DGB and RPB:
Theorem 3.9 (Relationship Between DGB and RPB). Suppose that the optimal solutions M?0 ,α?0,Γ?0 for
λ0 are substituted into the reference solutions M ,α and Γ of DGB. Then, the radius of DGB and RPB for
λ1 has a relation rDGB = 2 rRPB, and the hypersphere of RPB is included in the hypersphere of DGB.
See Appendix I for the proof. Figure 3(c) illustrates the relation between DGB and RPB which shows
theoretical advantage of RPB for the regularization path setting. For practical use of RPB, we modify RPB
in such a way that the approximate solution can be used as a reference solution. Assuming that M0 satisfy
‖M?0 −M0‖F ≤ ,
where  ≥ 0 is a constant. Given M0 which satisfy the above condition, we obtain Relaxed Regularization
Path Bound (RRPB):
Theorem 3.10 (RRPB). Let M0 be an approximate solution for λ0 which satisfies ‖M?0 −M0‖F ≤ . The
optimal solution M?1 for λ1 exists in the following hypersphere:∥∥∥∥M?1 − λ0 + λ12λ1 M0
∥∥∥∥2
F
≤
( |λ0 − λ1|
2λ1
‖M0‖F +
|λ0 − λ1|+ λ0 + λ1
2λ1

)2
.
See Appendix J for the proof. An intuition behind RRPB is shown in Figure 3(d), in which the approximation
error for the center of RPB is depicted. In the theorem, RRPB also considers the error in the radius though
it is not illustrated in the figure for simplicity. To the best of our knowledge, this approach has not been
introduced in other existing screening studies.
For example,  can be set from Theorem 3.5 (DGB) as follows:
 =
√
2(Pλ0(M0)−Dλ0(α0,Γ0))/λ0.
When the optimization for λ0 terminates, the solution M0 should be accurate in terms of some stopping
criterion such as the duality gap. Then,  is expected to be quite small, and RRPB can provide a tight
bound for λ1, which is close to the ideal (but not computable) RPB. As a special case, by setting λ1 = λ0,
RRPB is applicable to perform screening of λ1 using any approximate solution having ‖M?1 −M‖F ≤ ,
and then RRPB is equivalent to DGB.
3.3 Computational Cost
Considering computational cost of the screening procedure, the rule evaluation (Step2) described in sec-
tion 3.1 is often dominant, because the rule needs to be evaluated for each one of triplets. On the other
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hand, the sphere, constructed in Step1, can be fixed during the screening procedure as long as the reference
solution is fixed.
Sphere Rule (section 3.1.1) needs O(d2) computations for the inner product 〈Hijl,Q〉, but we can reuse
this term from objective function Pλ(M) calculation in the case of DGB, RPB and RRPB. The computational
cost of Sphere Rule with Semi-definite Constraint (section 3.1.2) is that of SDLS algorithm. SDLS algorithm
needs O(d3) because of the eigenvalue decomposition at every iteration, which may cause large computational
cost. The calculation cost of Sphere Rule with Linear Constraint (section 3.1.3) takes O(d2).
4 Range Based Extension of Triplet Screening
The screening rules shown in section 3.1 provides the conditions for the problem of a fixed λ. In this section,
by considering λ as a variable, we derive a range of λ in which the screening rule is guaranteed to be satisfied.
This is particularly useful for the regularization path calculation for which we need to optimize the metric
for a sequence of λs. If a screening rule is satisfied for a triplet (i, j, l) in a range (λa, λb), we can fix the
triplet (i, j, l) in Lˆ or Rˆ as long as λ is in (λa, λb), without computing screening rules.
Let Q = A+B 1λ be a general form of hypersphere for some constant matrices A ∈ Rd×d and B ∈ Rd×d,
and r2 = a+ b 1λ + c
1
λ2 be a general form of the radius for some constants a ∈ R, b ∈ R and c ∈ R. GB, DGB,
RPB and RRPB can be in this form (see Appendix K.1 for detail). The sphere rule for R? (5) is equivalent
to the intersection of the following two inequalities because of r ≥ 0 and ‖Hijl‖F ≥ 0:
〈Hijl,Q〉 − 1 > 0, (〈Hijl,Q〉 − 1)2 > r2‖Hijl‖2F .
Since 〈Hijl,Q〉 = 〈Hijl,A〉 + 〈Hijl,B〉 1λ , The first and second inequalities can be transformed into linear
and quadratic functions of λ respectively, for which it is easy to find the range of λ satisfying these two
inequalities. The following theorem shows the range for the case of RRPB given a reference solution M0
which is an approximate solution for λ0:
Theorem 4.1 (Range Based Extension of RRPB). Assuming
〈Hijl,M0〉 − 2 + ‖Hijl‖F ‖M0‖F > 0 and ‖M?0 −M0‖F ≤ , a triplet (i, j, l) is guaranteed to be in R? for
the following range of λ:
λ ∈ (λa, λb) ,
where
λa =
λ0 (‖M0‖F ‖Hijl‖F − 〈Hijl,M0〉+ 2‖Hijl‖F )
〈Hijl,M0〉 − 2 + ‖Hijl‖F ‖M0‖F ,
λb =
λ0 (‖M0‖F ‖Hijl‖F + 〈Hijl,M0〉)
‖Hijl‖F ‖M0‖F − 〈Hijl,M0〉+ 2 + 2‖Hijl‖F .
See Appendix K.2 for the proof.
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Table 1: Summary of datasets. ∗1 :The dimension was reduced by AutoEncoder. ∗2 :The dimension was
reduced by PCA. #triplet and λmin are the average value for sub-sampled random trials.
#dimension #sample #classes k #triplet λmax λmin
segment 19 2310 7 20 832000 2.5e+6 4.2e+0
phishing 68 11055 2 7 487550 5.0e+3 2.0e−1
SensIT Vehicle 100 78823 3 3 638469 1.0e+4 2.9e+0
a9a∗1 16 32561 2 5 732625 1.2e+5 3.1e+2
mnist∗1 32 60000 10 5 1350025 7.0e+3 9.6e−1
cifar10∗1 200 50000 10 2 180004 2.0e+3 3.3e+1
rcv1.multiclass∗2 200 15564 53 3 126018 3.0e+2 6.0e−4
5 Experiment
We evaluate performance of safe triplet screening using the benchmark datasets shown in Table 1, which are
from LIBSVM [28] and Keras Dataset [29]. To create a set of triplets, we follow the approach by [21], in
which k neighborhoods in the same class xj and k neighborhoods in different class xl are sampled for each xi.
We employed the regularization path setting in which RTLM is optimized for a sequence of λ0, λ1, . . . , λT .
The initial λ0 = λmax was set by a sufficiently large value in which R? starts increasing from the empty
set. To generate the next value of λ, we used λt = 0.9λt−1, and the path terminated when the following
condition is satisfied:
loss(λt−1)− loss(λt)
loss(λt−1)
× λt−1
λt−1 − λt < 0.01,
where loss(λt) is the loss function value at λt. We randomly selected 90% of the instances of each dataset 5
times, and the average is shown as the experimental result. As a base optimizer, we employed the projected
gradient descent of the primal problem, and the iteration terminated when the duality gap becomes less than
10−6. For the loss function `, we used the smoothed hinge loss of γ = 0.05 (We also provides results for the
hinge loss in Appendix L.1). We performed safe triplet screening every ten iterations of the gradient descent.
We refer to the first screening for a specific λt, in which the solution of previous λt−1 is used for the reference
solution, as the regularization path screening. On the other hand, the screening performed during the
optimization process (after regularization path screening) is called dynamic screening. For all experiments,
we performed both of these screening procedures. As a baseline, we call the RTLM optimization without
screening naive optimization. When the regularization coefficient changes, M starts from the previous
solution Mˆ (warm start). The step size of the gradient descent was determined by
1
2
∣∣∣∣ 〈∆M ,∆G〉〈∆G,∆G〉 + 〈∆M ,∆M〉〈∆M ,∆G〉
∣∣∣∣ ,
where ∆M = Mt−Mt−1,∆G = ∇Pλ(Mt)−∇Pλ(Mt−1) [30]. In SDLS dual ascent, we used the conjugate
gradient method [31] for finding the minimum eigenvalue.
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5.1 Comparing GB Based Rules
We first validate the screening performance (screening rate and CPU time) of each screening rule introduced
in the section 3.1. We here use GB and PGB as spheres, and observe the effect of the semi-definite constraint
in the rules. As a representative result, comparison on the segment data is shown in Figure 4.
First of all, we see that the rules except for GB keep the high screening rate for the entire regularization
path shown as the top left plot. Note that this rate is only for regularization path screening, meaning that
dynamic screening can further increase screening rate during the optimization as we see next subsection.
The bottom left plot of the same figure shows PGB and GB+Linear are most efficient which achieved about
2-10 times faster CPU time than the naive optimization. The screening rate of GB severely dropped on
the later half of the regularization path. As illustrated in Figure 3(a), the center of GB can be outside of
the semi-definite cone by which the sphere of GB contains a larger proportion of the region violating the
constraintM  O, compared with the spheres having their center inside the semi-definite cone. This causes
performance deterioration particularly for smaller λ, because the minimum of the loss term is usually in
outside of the semi-definite cone.
The screening rate of GB+Linear and GB+Semidefinite are slightly higher than that of PGB (the right
plot), which can be seen from the geometrical relation of them illustrated in Figure 3(a). GB+Semidefinite
achieved the highest screening rate, but the eigenvalue decomposition is necessary to calculate repeatedly in
SDLS, by which the CPU time increased in the later half of the path. Although PGB+Semidefinite is also
tighter than PGB, the CPU time increased around from − log10(λ) ≈ −4 to −3. Since the center of PGB is
positive semi-definite, only the minimum eigenvalue is required (see section 3.1.2), but it still can increase
the CPU time.
Among screening methods compared here, our empirical analysis suggests that the sphere rule with PGB
is most cost-effective, in which semi-definite constraint is implicitly incorporated at the projection process.
We did not observe that the other approach to considering the semi-definite (or relaxed linear) constraint
in the rule substantially outperform PGB in terms of the CPU time despite their high screening rate. We
observed the same tendency for DGB. The screening rate did not largely change even if the semi-definite
constraint is explicitly taken into account (see Appendix L.2).
5.2 Comparing Bounds
We next compare screening performance (screening rate and CPU time) of each bound introduced in the
section 3.2. Based on the results in the previous section, we employed the sphere rule. The result of the
phishing dataset are shown in Figure 5. Screening rate (the top right plot) of GB again dropped from the
middle compared with the other spheres. Screening rate (the top right plot) of GB again dropped from the
middle compared with the other spheres. The other spheres also have lower screening rates for small λs. As
we mention in section 4, the radiuses of GB, DGB, RPB and RRPB have the form r2 = a+b 1λ+c
1
λ2 , meaning
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Figure 4: Screening rule comparison on segment dataset. The top left plot shows performance of regular-
ization path screening, and the bottom left plot shows the ratio of the CPU time compared with the naive
optimization for each λ. The right plot enlarges the upper left plot for a range − log10(λ) ∈ [−1,−0.6].
that if λ → 0 then r → ∞. For PGB, although dependency on λ can not be written explicitly, the same
tendency was observed. We see that PGB and RRPB have similar results as suggested by Theorem 3.8,
and the screening rate of DGB is lower than RRPB as suggested by Theorem 3.9. Comparing PGB and
RRPB, PGB achieved the higher screening rate, but RRPB shows the faster CPU time (the bottom right
plots), because PGB requires a matrix inner product calculation for each triplet. We see that the bounds
other than GB are more than two times faster than the naive calculation for most of λs.
Comparing the dynamic screening rate (the left three plots of Figure 5) of PGB and RRPB, PGB has
the higher screening rate. For the regularization path screening (the top right), RRPB and PGB have
similar screening rate, but for the dynamic screening, PGB has the higher rate. For the later half of the
regularization path, the number of gradient descent iterations increases, by which the dynamic screening
significantly effects on the CPU time, and PGB becomes faster despite its additional computation for the
inner product. In Appendix L.3, we show the CPU time for the entire path with some additional datasets.
We further evaluate performance of the range based extension described in section 4. Figure 6 shows the
rate of the range based screening for the segment dataset. We see that a wide range of λ can be screened
particularly for small λ, and for large λ, although the range is smaller than the small λ cases, high screening
rate was observed for λ close to λ0. A significant advantage of this approach is that, for triplets screened by
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Figure 5: Comparison of sphere bounds on phishing dataset. The left heatmaps show the screening rate of
dynamic screening. The vertical axis is the number of screening performed for λi (once every ten iterations
of gradient descent). The top right plot shows the rate of regularization path screening, and the bottom
right plot shows the ratio of the CPU time compared with the naive optimization.
the range, we do not need to evaluate screening rule anymore as long as λ is in the range.
5.3 Practical Performance Evaluation
As a computationally more expensive setting, we consider investigating the regularization path in more detail
by setting λt = 0.99λt−1. To evaluate practical performance, we combine our safe triplet screening with the
well-known active set heuristics. In the active set method, only a subset of triplets whose loss is greater
than 0 are treated as the active set. The gradient is calculated by only using the active set, and the overall
optimality is confirmed when the iteration converges. We employed the active set update strategy shown by
Weinberger et al. [1], in which the active set is updated once every ten iterations.
Table 2 shows the CPU time comparison for the entire regularization path. Based on the the results in
the previous section, we employed RRPB and RRPB+PGB (evaluating rules based on both spheres) for the
triplet screening. Further, the range based screening described in section 4 is also performed using RRPB,
for which we evaluate the range at the beginning of the optimization for each λ. We see that our safe triplet
screening accelerates the optimization process about up to 10 times from the simple active set method. The
results for higher dimensional datasets with diagonal M are also shown in Appendix L.4.
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Figure 6: Screening rate of the range based screening on the segment dataset. The color indicates the
screening rate for λ in the vertical axis based on the reference solution at λ0 in the horizontal axis. The
accuracy of the reference solution is 10−4 for the left plot and 10−6 for the right plot.
Table 2: Total CPU time (sec) evaluation with the active set method. The results with ? indicates the
fastest method.
Method\Dataset phishing SensIT a9a mnist cifar10 rcv
ActiveSet 7989.5 16352.1 758.7 3788.1 11085.7 94996.3
ActiveSet+RRPB ?2126.2 3555.6 ?70.1 ?871.1 1431.3 43174.9
ActiveSet+RRPB+PGB 2133.2 ?3046.9 72.1 897.9 ?1279.7 ?38231.1
6 Summary
We introduced safe triplet screening for large margin metric learning. The three screening rules and the six
sphere bounds were derived, and their relation was analyzed. We further proposed range based extension
for the regularization path calculation. Our screening technique for metric learning is particularly significant
compared with other screening studies due to massiveness of triplets and the semi-definite constraint. Our
numerical experiments verified effectiveness of safe triplet screening using several benchmark datasets.
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A Dual Formulation
To derive dual problem, we first rewrite the primal problem as
min
M , t
∑
ijl
` (tijl) + λR(M)
s.t. M  O, tijl = 〈M ,Hijl〉,
where t is a |T | dimensional vector which contains all tijl for (i, j, l) ∈ T ,
∑
ijl denotes
∑
(i,j,l)∈T , and
R(M) = 12 ‖M‖
2
F .
The Lagrange function is
L(M , t,α,Γ) :=
∑
ijl
` (tijl) + λR(M) +
∑
ijl
αijl(tijl − 〈M ,Hijl〉)− 〈M ,Γ〉,
where α ∈ R|T | and Γ ∈ Rd×d+ are Lagrange multipliers. Let
`∗(−αijl) := sup
tijl
{(−αijl)tijl − ` (tijl)}, (9)
R∗(Mλ(α,Γ)) := sup
M
{〈Mλ(α,Γ),M〉 −R(M)}, (10)
be convex conjugate functions [23] of ` and R, where
Mλ(α,Γ) :=
1
λ
[∑
ijl
αijlHijl + Γ
]
. (11)
Then, the dual function is written as,
Dλ(α,Γ) := inf
M ,t
L(M , t,α,Γ)
= −
∑
ijl
sup
tijl
{(−αijl)tijl − ` (tijl)} − λ sup
M
{〈Mλ(α,Γ),M〉 −R(M)}
= −
∑
ijl
`∗(−αijl)− λR∗(Mλ(α,Γ)).
From the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition, we obtain
∇ML = λ∇R(M)− λMλ(α,Γ) = O, (12a)
∇tijlL = ∇`(tijl) + αijl = 0, (12b)
Γ  O, M  O, 〈M ,Hijl〉 = tijl, 〈M ,Γ〉 = 0, (12c)
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where in the case of hinge loss,
∇`(x) =

0, x > 1,
−c, x = 1,
−1, x < 1,
where ∀c ∈ [0, 1], and in the case of smoothed hinge loss,
∇`(x) =

0, x > 1,
− 1γ (1− x), 1− γ ≤ x ≤ 1,
−1, x < 1− γ.
From these two equations and (12b), we see 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Substituting (12b) into (9) and considering the
above constraint, the conjugate of the loss function ` can be transformed into
`∗(−αijl) = γ2α
2
ijl − αijl.
Note that this equation holds for the both cases of the hinge loss (by setting γ = 0) and the smoothed hinge
loss (γ > 0). Substituting (12a) into (10), the conjugate of the regularization term R is written as
R∗(Mλ(α,Γ)) = R(Mλ(α,Γ)) =
1
2‖Mλ(α,Γ)‖
2
F .
Therefore, the dual problem is
max
0≤α≤1,ΓO
Dλ(α,Γ) = −
∑
ijl
`∗(−αijl)− λ2 ‖Mλ(α,Γ)‖
2
F . (Dual1)
Since the second term max
ΓO
−12 ‖Mλ(α,Γ)‖
2
F is equivalent to the projection onto a semi-definite cone [19,20],
the above problem (Dual1) can be simplified as
max
0≤α≤1
Dλ(α) := −γ2 ‖α‖
2
2 +α>1−
λ
2
∥∥Mλ(α)∥∥2F , (Dual2)
where
Mλ(α) :=
1
λ
[∑
ijl
αijlHijl
]
+
.
For the optimal M?, each one of triplets in T can be categorized into the following three groups:
L? := {(i, j, l) ∈ T | 〈Hijl,M?〉 < 1− γ},
C? := {(i, j, l) ∈ T | 1− γ ≤ 〈Hijl,M?〉 ≤ 1},
R? := {(i, j, l) ∈ T | 〈Hijl,M?〉 > 1}.
(13)
From the equations (12b) and (12c), we see α?ijl = ∇`(〈M?,Hijl〉), by which the following rules are obtained.
(i, j, l) ∈ L? ⇒ α?ijl = 1,
(i, j, l) ∈ C? ⇒ α?ijl ∈ [0, 1],
(i, j, l) ∈ R? ⇒ α?ijl = 0.
(14)
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B Sphere Rule with Semi-definite Constraint for Diagonal Case
We consider a special case that M is a diagonal matrix because we can evaluate screening rules with the
semi-definite constraint much easier than the general case. When M is a diagonal matrix, the semi-definite
constraint is reduced to the nonnegativity constraint. Then, the minimization problem (P2) is simplified as
min
x∈Rd
x>hijl s.t. ‖x− q‖22 ≤ r2, x ≥ 0, (P3)
where hijl := diag(Hijl). Considering the KKT condition of (P3), this optimization problem can be solved
analytically with O(d2). SDLS dual ascent is also applicable, which can be faster than the analytical
calculation for high dimensional case because the computations required for one iteration is O(d).
We show the analytical solution of (P3) below. Let
L(x, α,β) := x>hijl − α(r2 − ‖x− q‖22)− β>x.
be the Lagrange function of (P3). From the KKT condition, we obtain
∂L/∂x = hijl + 2α(x− q)− β = 0, (15a)
α(r2 − ‖x− q‖22) = 0, βkxk = 0, (15b)
α ≥ 0, r2 − ‖x− q‖22 ≥ 0, β ≥ 0, x ≥ 0. (15c)
Rearranging an element of (15a), we obtain
βk = 2αxk + (hijl,k − 2αqk).
When we assume hijl,k − 2αqk > 0, we see the following rules:
hijl,k − 2αqk > 0
⇒ βk = 2αxk︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
+ (hijl,k − 2αqk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0
> 0
⇒ xk = 0.
The last equation is derived from the complementary condition βkxk = 0. On the other hand, when we
assume hijl,k − 2αqk ≤ 0, we have
hijl,k − 2αqk ≤ 0
⇒ 2αxk − βk = −(hijl,k − 2αqk) ≥ 0
⇒ βk = 0
⇒ xk = qk − hijl,k/2α.
The second last equation is derived from xk ≥ 0, βk ≥ 0 and the complementary condition βkxk = 0. Using
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the above two derivations, we obtain
xk =
qk − hijl,k/2α, if hijl,k − 2αqk ≤ 0,0, otherwise. (16)
If we can determine k which satisfies hijl,k − 2αqk ≤ 0, i.e., {k | hijl,k − 2αqk ≤ 0} , we can calculate α by
substituting (16) into the condition
‖x− q‖22 = r,
which indicates that the optimal x must be at the boundary of the sphere. We can easily investigate all
possible patters of {k | hijl,k − 2αqk ≤ 0}, which only needs to consider at most d different values of αs. Let
α1, α2, . . . be a set of values defined by sorting the elements in the following set with increasing order:
{hijl,k/2qk | hijl,k/2qk ≥ 0, qk 6= 0} .
Defining α0 = 0, we consider a set of intervals [αk, αk+1] for k ≥ 0. Assuming α ∈ [αk, αk+1], we can define
{k | hijl,k − 2αqk ≤ 0} and calculate (16). If all the KKT conditions (15a)-(15c) are satisfied, we can obtain
the optimal x, otherwise the next interval [αk+1, αk+2] should be investigated. By repeating this procedure
at most d times the optimal solution can be found. Since the computational cost for one specific interval
[αk, αk+1] is O(d), the total computational cost is O(d2).
C Proof of Theorem 3.1
The Lagrange function is defined as follows:
L(X, α, β) := 〈X,Hijl〉 − α12(r
2 − ‖X −Q‖2F )− β〈P ,X〉.
From the KKT condition, we obtain
∂L/∂X = Hijl + α(X −Q)− βP = O. (17a)
α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0, ‖X −Q‖2F ≤ r2, 〈P ,X〉 ≥ 0. (17b)
α(r2 − ‖X −Q‖2F ) = 0, β〈P ,X〉 = 0. (17c)
If α = 0, thenHijl = βP from (17a), and the value of the objective function becomes 〈X,Hijl〉 = β〈X,P 〉 =
0 from (17c). Let us consider the case of α 6= 0. From (17c), we see ‖X −Q‖2F = r2. If β = 0, the linear
constraint is not an active constraint (i.e., 〈P ,X〉 > 0 at the optimal), and so it is the same as the problem
(P1), which can be analytically solved. If this solution satisfies the linear constraint 〈P ,X〉 ≥ 0, it becomes
the optimal solution. Next, we consider the case of β 6= 0. From (17a) and (17c), α and β are obtained as
follows.
α = ±
√
‖P ‖2F ‖Hijl‖2F − 〈P ,Hijl〉2
r2‖P ‖2F − 〈P ,Q〉2
, β = 〈P ,Hijl〉 − α〈P ,Q〉‖P ‖2F
.
For the solutions of the two α, α > 0 gives the minimum value from (17b).
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D Proof of Theorem 3.2 (GB)
The following theorem is a well-known optimality condition for the general convex optimization problem:
Theorem D.1 (Optimality condition of convex optimization, [24]). In the minimization problem minx∈F f(x)
where the feasible region F and the function f(x) are convex, the necessary and sufficient condition that x?
is the optimal solution is
∃∇f(x?) ∈ ∂f(x?) [∇f(x?)>(x? − x) ≤ 0, ∀x ∈ F] ,
where ∂f(x?) represents the set of subgradient in x?.
From Theorem D.1, the following holds for the optimal solution M?.
〈∇Pλ(M?),M? −M〉 ≤ 0, ∀M  O. (18)
Let Ξijl(M) be the subgradient of the loss function `(〈M ,Hijl〉) at M . Then, ∇Pλ(M) is written as
∇Pλ(M) =
∑
ijl
Ξijl(M) + λM . (19)
From the convexity of the (smoothed) hinge loss function `(〈M ,Hijl〉), we obtain
`(〈M?,Hijl〉) ≥ `(〈M ,Hijl〉) + 〈Ξijl(M),M? −M〉,
`(〈M ,Hijl〉) ≥ `(〈M?,Hijl〉) + 〈Ξijl(M?),M −M?〉,
for any subgradient. By adding these two equations, we see
〈Ξijl(M?),M? −M〉 ≥ 〈Ξijl(M),M? −M〉. (20)
Combining above (18), (19) and (20) results in〈∑
ijl
Ξijl(M) + λM?,M? −M
〉
≤ 0
⇔ 〈∇Pλ(M)− λM + λM?,M? −M〉 ≤ 0.
By transforming this inequality based on completing the square, we obtain GB.
E Proof of Theorem 3.3 (PGB)
Let QGB be the center of GB hypersphere, and rGB be the radius. The optimal solution exists in the
following set:
{X | ‖X −QGB‖2F ≤ r2GB, X  O}. (21)
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By transforming the sphere of GB, we obtain
‖X −QGB‖2F =‖X − (QGB+ +QGB− )‖2F
=‖X −QGB+ ‖2F + 2〈X,−QGB− 〉+ 2〈QGB+ ,QGB− 〉+ ‖QGB− ‖2F .
Since X  O and −QGB−  O, we see 〈X,−QGB− 〉 ≥ 0. Further, using 〈QGB+ ,QGB− 〉 = 0, we obtain the
following sphere:
r2GB ≥ ‖X −QGB‖2F ≥ ‖X −QGB+ ‖2F + ‖QGB− ‖2F .
∴ ‖X −QGB+ ‖2F ≤ r2GB − ‖QGB− ‖2F .
LettingQPGB := QGB+ and r2PGB := r2GB−‖QGB− ‖2F , PGB is obtained. Note that by considering 〈X,−QGB− 〉 ≥
0 instead of X  O in (21), we can immediately see that GB with Linear constraint 〈X,−QGB− 〉 ≥ 0 is
tighter than PGB.
F Proof of CDGB
F.1 Proof of Strong Convexity of GPλ
We first defines m-strongly convex function as follows:
Definition F.1 (m-strongly convex function). When f(x)−m2 ‖x‖22 is a convex function, f(x) is m-strongly
convex function.
According to definition F.1, in order to show that GPλ is strongly convex, we need to show that the term
other than λ ‖M‖2F is convex.
GPλ(M) =
∑
ijl
`(〈M ,Hijl〉)︸ ︷︷ ︸
convex
+λ ‖M‖2F + min
0 ≤ α ≤ 1,Γ  O,Mλ(α,Γ) =M
∑
ijl
`∗(−αijl)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:g(α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:f(M)
.
Since the loss ` is convex, we need to show that f(M) is convex. This can be shown as below.
f(M) = min
0 ≤ α ≤ 1,Γ  O,
1
λ
[∑
ijl
αijlHijl + Γ
]
=M
g(α) = min
0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
1
λ
∑
ijl
αijlHijl M
g(α).
Consider a point M2 = tM0 + (1− t)M1 (t ∈ [0, 1]) internally dividing two points M0 and M1. Let
α?i := argmin
0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
1
λ
∑
ijl
αijlHijl Mi
g(α),
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which means that α?i is the minimizer of this problem for a given Mi(i ∈ {0, 1, 2}), and from the definition,
we see f(Mi) = g(α?i ). Further, let α2 = tα?0 + (1− t)α?1. Then, 0 ≤ α2 ≤ 1 and 1λ
∑
ijl α2,ijlHijl M2.
Since g is convex because of the convexity of `∗, we have
t f(M0) + (1− t) f(M1) = t g(α?0) + (1− t) g(α?1)
≥ g(tα?0 + (1− t)α?1︸ ︷︷ ︸
α2
)
≥ g(α?2) = f(tM0 + (1− t)M1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M2
).
Hence, f(M) is convex and GPλ is a strongly convex function.
F.2 Proof of Theorem 3.6 (CDGB)
From the strong convexity of GPλ shown in Appendix F.1, the following holds for any Mλ(α,Γ),M?  O:
GPλ(Mλ(α,Γ)) ≥ GPλ(M?) + 〈∇GPλ(M?),Mλ(α,Γ)−M?〉+ λ ‖Mλ(α,Γ)−M?‖2F .
We assume thatM? is the optimal solution of the primal problem. Then, sinceM? is also a solution to the
convex optimization problem minMO GPλ(M), we see 〈∇GPλ(M?),Mλ(α,Γ)−M?〉 ≥ 0 from Theorem
D.1. Considering GPλ(M?) = 0 and GDλ(α,Γ) ≥ GPλ(Mλ(α,Γ)), both of which are from the definition,
we obtain
GDλ(α,Γ) ≥ GPλ(Mλ(α,Γ)) ≥ λ ‖Mλ(α,Γ)−M?‖2F .
Dividing by λ, CDGB is derived.
G Proof of Theorem 3.7 (RPB)
From the optimality condition (Theorem D.1) in the dual problem (Dual1) for λ0, λ1,
∇αDλ0(α?0,Γ?0)>(α?1 −α?0) + 〈∇ΓDλ0(α?0,Γ?0),Γ?1 − Γ?0〉 ≤ 0,
∇αDλ1(α?1,Γ?1)>(α?0 −α?1) + 〈∇ΓDλ1(α?1,Γ?1),Γ?0 − Γ?1〉 ≤ 0.
By adding these two equations, we obtain
[∇αDλ0(α?0,Γ?0)−∇αDλ1(α?1,Γ?1)]>(α?1 −α?0) + 〈∇ΓDλ0(α?0,Γ?0)−∇ΓDλ1(α?1,Γ?1),Γ?1 − Γ?0〉 ≤ 0.
Next, we consider the following difference of gradient
∇αijlDλ0(α?0,Γ?0)−∇αijlDλ1(α?1,Γ?1) = −γ(α?0ijl − α?1ijl)− 〈Hijl,M?0 −M?1 〉,
∇ΓDλ0(α?0,Γ?0)−∇ΓDλ1(α?1,Γ?1) = −(M?0 −M?1 ).
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Defining H?t :=
∑
ijl α
?
t ijlHijl,M
?
t is re-written as M?t = 1λt [H
?
t + Γ?t ],. Then, we see
γ‖α?1 −α?0‖22 − 〈H?1 −H?0 ,M?0 −M?1 〉 − 〈M?0 −M?1 ,Γ?1 − Γ?0〉 ≤ 0
⇔γ‖α?1 −α?0‖22 − 〈λ1M?1 − λ0M?0 ,M?0 −M?1 〉 ≤ 0
⇒− 〈λ1M?1 − λ0M?0 ,M?0 −M?1 〉 ≤ 0.
By transforming this inequality based on completing the square, RPB is obtained.
H Proof of Theorem 3.8 (Relationship Between PGB and RPB)
When the dual variable is used as the subgradient of the (smoothed) hinge loss at the optimal solution
M?0 of λ0 (from (14), we see that the optimal dual variable provides valid subgradient), the gradient of the
objective function in the case of λ1 is written as follows:
∇Pλ1(M?0 ) = −H?0 + λ1M?0 ,
where
H?0 := −
∑
ijl
∇`(〈M?0 ,Hijl〉)Hijl =
∑
ijl
α?0ijlHijl.
Since λ0M?0 = H?0+,
∇Pλ1(M?0 ) = −(H?0+ +H?0−) + λ1M?0
= (λ1 − λ0)M?0 −H?0−.
Then, the center and radius of GB are
QGB = M?0 −
1
2λ1
∇Pλ1(M?0 ) =
(λ0 + λ1)M?0 +H?0−
2λ1
,
r2GB =
∥∥(λ1 − λ0)M?0 −H?0−∥∥2F
4λ21
=
‖(λ1 − λ0)M?0 ‖2F − 2(λ1 − λ0)〈M?0 ,H?0−〉+
∥∥H?0−∥∥2F
4λ21
=
‖(λ0 − λ1)M?0 ‖2F +
∥∥H?0−∥∥2F
4λ21
.
Here, the last equation of r2GB uses the fact that M∗0 and H∗0− are orthogonal. Using QGB and r2GB, the
center and radius of PGB are found to be
QPGB = QGB+ =
(λ0 + λ1)M?0
2λ1
, QGB− =
H?0−
2λ1
,
r2PGB = r2GB −
∥∥QGB− ∥∥2F = ‖(λ0 − λ1)M?0 ‖2F4λ21 .
Therefore, PGB coincides with RPB.
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I Proof of Theorem 3.9 (Relationship Between DGB and RPB)
At the optimal solutionM?0 ,α?0 and Γ?0 of λ0, we obtain the following equation from Pλ0(M?0 ) = Dλ0(α?0,Γ?0)
and Mλ0(α?0,Γ?0) = M?0 : ∑
ijl
`(〈M?0 ,Hijl〉) +
∑
ijl
`∗(−α?0ijl) = −λ0 ‖M?0 ‖2F .
We also see Mλ1(α?0,Γ?0) = λ0λ1Mλ0(α
?
0,Γ?0) = λ0λ1M
?
0 . Using these results, the value of duality gap for λ1 is
Pλ1(M?0 )−Dλ1(α?0,Γ?0) =
(λ0 − λ1)2
2λ1
‖M?0 ‖2F .
Therefore, the radius of DGB rDGB and the radius of RPB rRPB satisfy the following relationship.
r2DGB =
2(Pλ1(M?0 )−Dλ1(α?0,Γ?0))
λ1
= (λ0 − λ1)
2
λ21
‖M?0 ‖2F = 4 r2RPB.
Also, the center of these hyperspheres are
QDGB = M?0 , QRPB =
λ0 + λ1
2λ1
M?0 ,
and the distance between the centers is
‖QDGB −QRPB‖F = |λ0 − λ1|2λ1 ‖M
?
0 ‖F = rRPB.
We thus see that DGB includes RPB illustrated as Figure 3(c).
J Proof of Theorem 3.10 (RRPB)
Considering a hypersphere that expands the RPB radius by λ0+λ12λ1  and replaces the RPB center with
λ0+λ1
2λ1 M0, we obtain ∥∥∥∥M?1 − λ0 + λ12λ1 M0
∥∥∥∥
F
≤ |λ0 − λ1|2λ1 ‖M
?
0 ‖F +
λ0 + λ1
2λ1
.
Since  is defined by ‖M?0 −M0‖F ≤ , this sphere covers any RPB made by M?0 which satisfies ‖M?0 −
M0‖F ≤  (see Figure 3(d) for a geometrical illustration). Using the reverse triangle inequality
‖M?0 ‖F − ‖M0‖F ≤ ‖M?0 −M0‖F ≤ ,
the following is obtained.∥∥∥∥M?1 − λ0 + λ12λ1 M0
∥∥∥∥
F
≤ |λ0 − λ1|2λ1 (‖M0‖F + ) +
λ0 + λ1
2λ1
.
By rearranging this, RRPB is obtained.
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K Range Based Extension
K.1 Generalized Form of GB, DGB, RPB and RRPB
(GB) The gradient is written as
∇Pλ(M) = Ξ + λM .
Then the squared norm of this gradient is
‖∇Pλ(M)‖2F = ‖Ξ‖2F + 2λ〈Ξ,M〉+ λ2‖M‖2F .
By substituting this into the center and the radius of GB, we obtain
r2GB =
1
4λ2 ‖∇Pλ(M)‖
2
F
= 14λ2
(‖Ξ‖2F + 2λ〈Ξ,M〉+ λ2‖M‖2F )
= 14‖M‖
2
F +
1
2λ 〈Ξ,M〉
1
4λ2 ‖Ξ‖
2
F ,
QGB = M − 12λ (Ξ + λM)
= 12M −
1
2λΞ.
(DGB) The duality gap is written as
gap =
∑
ijl
(`(〈M ,Hijl〉) + `∗(−αijl)) + λ2 ‖M‖
2
F +
1
2λ‖
∑
ijl
αijlHijl + Γ‖2F
Then, the center and the radius of DGB are
r2DGB =
2gap
λ
= 2
λ
(∑
ijl
(`(〈M ,Hijl〉) + `∗(−αijl)) + λ2 ‖M‖
2
F +
1
2λ‖
∑
ijl
αijlHijl + Γ‖2F
)
=‖M‖2F +
2
λ
∑
ijl
(`(〈M ,Hijl〉) + `∗(−αijl))
+ 1
λ2
‖
∑
ijl
αijlHijl + Γ‖2F ,
QDGB = M .
(RPB) In RPB, we regard λ1 as a target λ for which we consider the range. From the definition, we see
QRPB = λ0 + λ2λ M
?
0
= 12M
?
0 +
λ0
2λM
?
0 ,
rRPB =
λ0 − λ
2λ ‖M
?
0 ‖F
= −12 ‖M
?
0 ‖F +
λ0
2λ ‖M
?
0 ‖F .
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(RRPB) Here again, we regard λ1 as a target λ for which we consider the range. First, we assume λ ≤ λ0,
then we have
QRRPB = λ0 + λ2λ M0
= 12M0 +
λ0
2λM0,
rRRPB =
λ0 − λ
2λ ‖M0‖F +
λ0
λ

= −12‖M0‖F +
1
λ
(
λ0
2 ‖M0‖F + λ0
)
.
In the case of λ ≥ λ0, we have
QRRPB = 12M0 +
λ0
2λM0,
rRRPB =
λ− λ0
2λ ‖M0‖F + 
=
(
+ 12‖M0‖F
)
− λ02λ‖M0‖F .
K.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1 (Range Based Extension of RRPB)
In RRPB, we replace λ1 with λ and assume λ ≤ λ0. Then,
QRRPB = λ0 + λ2λ M0, rRRPB =
λ0 − λ
2λ ‖M0‖F +
λ0
λ
.
From Sphere rule (5), we obtain
λ+ λ0
2λ 〈Hijl,M0〉 − (
λ0 − λ
2λ ‖M0‖F +
λ0
λ
)‖Hijl‖F > 1
⇔ (〈Hijl,M0〉 − 2 + ‖Hijl‖F ‖M0‖F )︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0 is required.
λ > λ0(‖M0‖F ‖Hijl‖F − 〈Hijl,M0〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
+2‖Hijl‖F ).
From Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the right hand side is equal or greater than 0. Therefore, the left hand
side must be greater than 0.
∴ λ0 ≥ λ > λ0(‖M0‖F ‖Hijl‖F − 〈Hijl,M0〉+ 2‖Hijl‖F )〈Hijl,M0〉 − 2 + ‖Hijl‖F ‖M0‖F .
In the case of λ ≥ λ0,
QRRPB = λ0 + λ2λ M0, rRRPB =
λ− λ0
2λ ‖M0‖F + .
From Sphere Rule (5),
λ+ λ0
2λ 〈Hijl,M0〉 − (
λ− λ0
2λ ‖M0‖F + )‖Hijl‖F > 1
⇔(‖Hijl‖F ‖M0‖F − 〈Hijl,M0〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
+2 + 2‖Hijl‖F )λ < λ0(‖M0‖F ‖Hijl‖F + 〈Hijl,M0〉).
Similarly, from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the left hand side is greater than 0.
∴ λ0 ≤ λ < λ0(‖M0‖F ‖Hijl‖F + 〈Hijl,M0〉)‖Hijl‖F ‖M0‖F − 〈Hijl,M0〉+ 2 + 2‖Hijl‖F .
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K.3 Additional Remark for Range Extension of RRPB
Since RRPB can evaluate the bound for λ 6= λ0 based only on the optimality (≥ ‖M?0 −M0‖F ) for λ0,
RRPB is particularly suitable to the range based screening among the spheres we derived so far. For the
other spheres (i.e., GB and DGB), we need all triplets including triplets currently screened into Lˆ and Rˆ at
λ0, to which we refer as Lˆλ0 and Rˆλ0 . For example, in the case of DGB, the duality gap for λ ∈ (λa, λb)
should be considered, which depends on Pλ(M0). However, we cannot replace Pλ(M0) for λ 6= λ0 with
P˜λ(M0), without guaranteeing the following conditions:
〈M0,Hijl〉 < 1− γ, for ∀(i, j, l) ∈ Lˆλ0 ,
〈M0,Hijl〉 > 1, for ∀(i, j, l) ∈ Rˆλ0 .
When the reference solution M0 is theoretically optimal for λ0, these conditions also hold, but this cannot
be true for the numerical calculation, and further usually we stop the optimization with some tolerance level
specified beforehand.
Although it is possible to create Lˆλ0 and Rˆλ0 by taking the tolerance level of optimization into consid-
eration, the range calculation becomes quite complicated in this case shown as the next subsection.
K.4 Bound Including Approximate Solution
The sphere derived in the section 3.2 contains the optimal solution. By enlarging the radius, we can also
create a bound which contains the approximate solution obtained by an output of any optimization algorithm
with some termination condition. If the termination condition is duality gap gap ≤ , the distance between
approximate solution Mˆ and optimal solution M? satisfies
‖M? − Mˆ‖F ≤
√
2gap
λ
≤
√
2
λ
.
Since the distance between the approximate solution and the optimal solution is at most
√
2
λ , enlarging
the radius of the hypersphere by
√
2
λ , we can guarantee that the bound includes an approximate solution.
Using the radius r of the section 4 for the expanded radius R,
R =
√
a+ b 1
λ
+ c 1
λ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
+
√
2
λ
.
To find a range of λ, which can be screened, we need to consider a complicated quartic inequality of λ.
Another drawback of this approach is that the increase of the radius may cause the drop of the screening
rate.
L Additional Experimental Results
We here show some additional results which we omit in the main text. Table 3 shows datasets, some of
which are already shown in section 5.
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Table 3: Summary of datasets. ∗1 :The dimension was reduced by AutoEncoder. ∗2 :The dimension was
reduced by PCA. #triplet and λmin are the average value for sub-sampled random trials.
dataset iris wine segment satimage phishing SensIT Vehicle a9a mnist cifar10 rcv1.multiclass
#dimension 4 13 19 36 68 100 16∗1 32∗1 200∗1 200∗2
#samples 150 178 2310 4435 11055 78823 32561 60000 50000 15564
#classes 3 3 7 6 2 3 2 10 10 53
k ∞ ∞ 20 15 7 3 5 5 2 3
#triplet 546668 910224 832000 898200 487550 638469 732625 1350025 180004 126018
λmax 1.3e+7 2.0e+7 2.5e+6 1.0e+7 5.0e+3 1.0e+4 1.2e+5 7.0e+3 2.0e+3 3.0e+2
λmin 2.3e+1 5.1e+1 4.2e+0 8.8e+0 2.0e−1 2.9e+0 3.1e+2 9.6e−1 3.3e+1 6.0e−4
Table 4: Total CPU time of regularization path (sec). Parentheses indicate the time taken for the screening
evaluation. RRPB + PGB indicates that both of sphere rules derived by each sphere are performed.
Bound\Dataset iris wine segment satimage phishing SensIT
— 110.9 564.1 1327.8 1970.9 5584.7 4679.8
GB 71.5 545.3 1220.0 1727.2 3139.1 3950.2
(14.4) (59.6) (122.6) (197.3) (263.4) (445.1)
PGB 31.6 129.3 235.6 653.5 1300.3 2534.9
(12.8) (35.9) (59.4) (131.0) (143.9) (352.0)
DGB 23.7 153.3 300.9 799.7 1748.3 2927.4
(0.5) (1.1) (1.2) (1.5) (0.9) (0.8)
RRPB ?20.0 ?104.7 206.3 651.2 1397.6 2596.2
(0.5) (1.1) (1.2) (1.5) (0.8) (0.8)
RRPB + PGB 20.8 105.1 ?188.1 ?569.6 ?1247.4 ?2382.1
(0.9) (6.5) (11.2) (39.7) (60.7) (186.8)
L.1 Evaluation for Hinge Loss
Figure 7 shows the screening result of the PGB sphere rule for segment data. Here, the loss function of
RTLM is the hinge loss function, and the other settings are the same as the experiments in the main text.
We see that PGB achieved the high screening rate and the CPU time was substantially improved.
L.2 Comparing DGB Based Rules
Using DGB, we compared performance of the three rules in section 3.1. Figure 8 shows the results. We
see the similar tendency to the case of GB shown in Figure 4. Although the semi-definite and the linear
constraint slightly improves the rate, clear improvement in the CPU time was not observed.
L.3 Total Time for Bound Comparison
The total CPU time for regularization path performed in section 5.2 is shown in Table 4.
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Figure 7: Performance evaluation of PGB for the hinge loss setting.
L.4 Experiment for Higher Dimensional Data in Diagonal Matrix
We here used higher dimensional datasets. To mitigate computational difficulty, we employed restrict M
to diagonal matrix. In the same setting as section 5.3, for the higher dimensional datasets, the result for
comparison with the ActiveSet method is shown in Figure 5. Even in the case of the diagonal matrix, we see
that our triplet screening is effective. In the gisette dataset, the active set method did not terminate even
after 250,000 sec, at which about 3/4 of the regularization path was calculated. Since the larger number of
iterations of the gradient descent is usually necessary for smaller λ, the entire calculation would take more
than 250, 000× (4/3) ≈ 333, 333.
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Figure 8: Screening rule comparison on the segment dataset (DGB).
Table 5: Total time (seconds) of the regularization path in diagonal matrix. The results with ? indicate the
fastest method. The result of gisette dataset by ActiveSet was not obtained because of the time limitation.
Method\Dataset usps madelon colon-cancer gisette
ActiveSet 2485.5 7005.8 3149.8 -
ActiveSet+RRPB ?326.7 593.4 632.2 133870.0
ActiveSet+RRPB+PGB 336.6 ?562.4 ?628.2 ?127123.8
#dimension 256 500 2000 5000
#samples 7291 2000 62 6000
#triplet 656200 720400 38696 1215225
k 10 20 ∞ 15
λmax 1.0e+7 2.0e+14 5.0e+7 4.5e+8
λmin 1.9e+3 4.7e+11 7.0e+3 2.1e+3
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